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ABSTRACT: Photon-powered charge separation is achieved
in a supramolecular architecture based on the dense packing of
functional building blocks. Therefore, self-assembled dimers of
interpenetrated coordination cages consisting of redoxactive
chromophors were synthesized in a single assembly step
starting from easily accessible ligands and Pd(II) cations. Two
backbones consisting of electron rich phenothiazine (PTZ)
and electron deficient anthraquinone (ANQ) were used to
assemble either homo-octameric or mixed-ligand double cages.
The electrochemical and spectroscopic properties of the pure
cages, mixtures of donor and acceptor cages and the mixed-
ligand cages were compared by steady-state UV−vis and
transient absorption spectroscopy, supported by cyclic
voltammetry and spectroelectrochemistry. Only the mixed-
ligand cages, allowing close intra-assembly communication between the donors and acceptors, showed the evolution of
characteristic PTZ radical cation and ANQ radical anion features upon excitation in the transient spectra. In contrast, excitation
of the mixtures of the homo-octameric donor and acceptor cages in solution did not lead to any signs of electron transfer.
Densely packed photo- and redox-functional self-assemblies promise molecular-level control over the morphology of the charge
separation layer in future photovoltaic applications.

■ INTRODUCTION

Driven by the needs for alternative energy sources, the
interaction of light with matter with the aim to capture solar
energy has become a major research objective in chemistry.1 In
particular the area of organic photovoltaics has gained in
importance in recent years. Part of this increasing interest is
based on the elucidation of the details of the light-harvesting
and electron-transfer systems in plants and photosynthetic
bacteria. Many artificial photovoltaic cells are designed to
convert solar energy into electric energy by mimicking the
natural photophysical and photochemical processes.2 The use
of organic molecules or polymers is advantageous due to the
large number of synthetic derivatization methods that can be
employed to tune their absorption properties and electro-
chemical potential.3 Although still suffering from lower
efficiency compared to their inorganic counterparts,4 organic
solar cells bring some advantages, such as low-energy and low-
cost production, versatility and flexibility in application.5 One
energy conversion strategy is based on the photoinduced
generation of long-lived charge separation states. Therefore,
several potent donor−acceptor ensembles varying from triaryl-
amines or oligothiophenes6 to porphyrine derivatives7

combined with electron poor aromatic systems8 or carbon
nanomaterials9 have been employed. On the other hand, dye-
sensitized solar cells based on direct interfacial electron
injection from excited chromophores, often ruthenium
complexes,10 have reached impressive performance.11 Recently,
solid-state hybrid solar cells based on perovskite materials were
introduced as new low-cost competitors.12

A major challenge in the construction of efficient photo-
voltaic devices based on organic compounds is gaining control
over the morphology of the photoactive layer with respect to
the intermolecular contacts between the donor, acceptor and
electrode materials.13 In heterojunction solar cells, the
arrangement of donors and acceptors must be designed in a
way that the distance between them does not exceed the
exciton diffusion length.14 Several supramolecular approaches
have been used to adjust the spatial arrangement of the
components.15

Supramolecular self-assembly techniques have proven to be
of particular utility for the precise arrangement of functional
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building blocks.16 The use of reversible connectivity such as
noncovalent interactions or metal-coordination allows for a
simple access to highly complex structures with self-healing
properties. A variety of supramolecular systems with redox
properties has been reported, including self-assembled rings,17

cages,18 grids, and others.19

Besides these rather simple architectures, topologically more
complex assemblies such as catenanes, knots, ravels and other
interpenetrated structures have been created in recent years.20

In our opinion, entangled structures make interesting new
materials for photovoltaic applications since their usually dense
arrangement of individual components should allow for
efficient electronic communication.
On the way to new materials for photovoltaic applications, a

variety of discrete supramolecular donor−acceptor systems has
been studied in the context of photoinduced charge transfer.7,21

Examples include metallacycles reported by Stang et al.,22

redox-addressable catenanes from the Stoddart group,23,24

hydrogen-bonded assemblies by De Cola et al.,25 self-assembled
fibers from Würthner, Meijer, and co-workers,26 and various
inclusion compounds capable of host-to-guest charge transfer as
reported by Fukuzumi et al.,27 Sessler et al.,28 Fujita et al.,29

Würthner et al.18c and others.30 A remarkable example of a
prismatic coordination cage consisting of Zn-porphyrin donors
and perylene bisimide acceptors was examined by Ballester and
Flamigni.31

Herein, we report a novel supramolecular donor−acceptor
system based on a combination of the concepts of metal-
mediated self-assembly of coordination cages32 and dense
packing by topological interlocking.20 We demonstrate that a
previously described interpenetrated double-cage consisting of
eight phenothiazine (PTZ) donors and four Pd(II) nodes33

does survive 8-fold oxidation without imminent degradation,
despite increasing its formal charge from +5 to +13 in the
course of this process. We further introduce a new acceptor
ligand based on anthraquinone (ANQ) and demonstrate its
capability to form either homo-octameric double-cages or
mixed-ligand dimers when combined with its PTZ counterpart.
Phenothiazine and anthraquinone combinations are attractive
redox systems because of their reversible and tunable
oxidation/reduction potentials.34 Intramolecular photoinduced
charge transfer (PCT) based on this combination has been
successfully demonstrated in the past, for example in a
covalently bound dyad reported by Müller,34g but not yet in
a self-assembly context. With the herein described approach, we
show that light-induced charge transfer only occurs in systems
containing both the donor and the acceptor in the same
assembly, whereas mixtures of homomeric donors and
acceptors do not show this effect in solution.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Supramolecular Design. The double cage motif [Pd4L8] is

readily assembled by mixing banana-shaped bismonodentate
pyridyl ligands of an appropriate donor angle and length with
square-planar Pd(II) cations in a 2:1 ratio.35 Double cages
based on different backbones such as dibenzosuberone,35b

carbazole,35f and acridone35g were previously studied with
respect to their stimuli-responsive guest encapsulation features.
Besides this, we introduced a series of double cages based on
phenothiazine and its S mono- and dioxygenated derivatives
and studied their rich redoxchemistry.33 There, we could
already show that the close packing of eight redox
functionalities in the interpenetrated double cages leads to

accelerated disproportionation of PTZ radical cationic sites as
compared to the behavior of individual ligands in solution.
Here, we extend our repertoire of redox-active double cages

by an electron deficient member comprising an anthraquinone
backbone, that is of similar length and shape as phenothiazine.
Based on our recent observations that (1) double cages can
incorporate more than one kind of ligand as long as they are of
comparable size and (2) preformed homomeric double cages
are kinetically hindered from exchanging ligands when mixed in
solution,36 we are now able to compare the photo- and redox-
properties of the following systems: (i) pure solutions of either
double cage species, (ii) mixtures of homomeric double cages,
and (iii) mixed-ligand double cages existing as mixtures of all
statistical combinations and stereoisomers (Scheme 1).

Synthesis and Characterization. The synthesis of ligand
D and its corresponding double cage [Pd4D8]

8+ has been
reported before.33 The new ANQ ligand derivatives A′ and A
were prepared in four and seven steps, respectively, starting
with the nitration and concomitant oxidation of anthrone,
followed by reduction of the nitro groups and subsequent
Sandmeyer reaction to give an anthraquinone backbone with
two bromide substituents installed on the same side (Scheme
2). Sonogashira cross-coupling with 3-ethynylpyridine (for A′)
or 3-ethynyl-5-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)pyridine (for A)
gave the desired ligands. The modified ethynylpyridine building
block containing a polyethylene glycol chain was designed to
enhance solubility in acetonitrile. The successful synthesis of
both ligands A′ and A was confirmed via 1H NMR
spectroscopy (Figure 1a and c).
Although anthraquinone ligands A′ and A themselves are not

soluble in acetonitrile, heating the ligands with 0.5 equiv of
[Pd(CH3CN)4](BF4)2 at 70 °C for 12 h in acetonitrile resulted

Scheme 1a

a(a) Mixture of homo-octameric double cages [Pd4D8]
8+ and

[Pd4A8]
8+ constructed from individual ligands D and A and

[Pd(CH3CN)4](BF4)2 as metal source. (b) Mixed-ligand double
cages [Pd4DmA8−m]

8+ (m = 8...0) constructed from a solution of both
ligands D and A mixed in a ratio of 1:1 and [Pd(CH3CN)4](BF4)2 as
metal source. The ligands in [Pd4DmA8−m]

8+ are statistically
distributed. Anions inside pockets as well as counter anions have
been omitted for clarity.
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in the quantitative formation of the interpenetrated double
cages as could be confirmed by 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure
1b and d) and high resolution mass spectrometry (Figures SI-4
and SI-12). The assembly of ligands into the double cage
structure causes a splitting of all 1H NMR signals into two sets
of equal intensity. Remarkably, the 1H NMR signals of the
pyridine entity show a strong downfield shift characteristic for
coordination to the Pd(II) cation. The high resolution ESI
mass spectra revealed the presence of penta-, tetra- and
tricationic species with different numbers of counteranions,
verifying the formation of interpenetrated double cages.
Since no crystals suitable for X-ray structure analysis could be

obtained, we prepared a DFT (ωB97XD/def2-SVP) model of
the double cage [3BF4@Pd4A′8]5+ (Figure SI-15). The
calculation reveals a highly symmetric structure with three

cavities for the uptake of anions. The Pd−Pd distances for the
outer pockets and for the inner pocket are in agreement with
the distances reported for similar double cages.35

The mixture of cages [3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+ and [3BF4@Pd4A8]

5+

was prepared by mixing acetonitrile solutions of the
preassembled double cages in a ratio of 1:1. Figure 1e shows
the 1H NMR spectrum of the mixture of homo-octameric
double cages [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ and [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+. The

signals of both cages are clearly distinguishable and can be
assigned to individual cage protons (compare Figure 1d−f),
showing that both species can coexist as a metastable mixture in
solution without exchanging ligands at significant rates. Indeed,
the thermodynamic product of this mixture of two cages is a
mixed-ligand cage with a statistical distribution of ligands as
could be shown previously for mixed cages based on similar
ligand sizes.36 An ESI high resolution mass spectrum of the
mixture of double cages [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ and [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+

shows clear signals for the distinct double cage species and no
signals for species with exchanged ligands, confirming the
kinetic stability of the homo-octameric double cages (Figure
2a).

The mixed-ligand cages [3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]
5+ (m = 8...0)

were synthesized by mixing first the ligands D and A in a ratio
of 1:1 and then adding [Pd(CH3CN)4](BF4)2 in acetonitrile.
The solution was heated to 70 °C for 12 h. The 1H NMR
spectrum of the mixed-ligand cages shows very broad signals
due to the distribution of both ligand types within the cages
and hence numerous different proton environments (Figures
SI-7 and SI-14). The ESI high resolution mass spectrum of the
mixed-ligand cages clearly identifies the components of the
mixture as the expected statistical distribution [3BF4@
Pd4DmA8−m]

5+ (m = 8...0) of fully intact double cages (Figure
2b).

UV−Vis Absorption Spectroscopy. The ground-state
absorption spectra of the double cages in acetonitrile show two
main absorption maxima (Figure 3). The first maximum around

Scheme 2. Synthetic Route to the Ligands A′ and Aa

a(a) fuming HNO3, acetic acid; (b) Na2S, NaOH, EtOH/H2O; (c)
CuBr, tBuNO2, HCl; (d) CuI, Pd(PPh3)2Cl2, NEt3, 3-ethynylpyridine
or 3-ethynyl-5-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)-pyridine. Self-assembly
to the double cages [3BF4@Pd4A′8](BF4)5 and [3BF4@Pd4A8](BF4)5;
(e) [Pd(CH3CN)4](BF4)2, CD3CN, 70 °C.

Figure 1. 1H NMR spectra (300 MHz, 298 K) of (a) ligand A′
(CDCl3); (b) double cage [3BF4@Pd4A′8]5+ (CD3CN); (c) ligand A
(CDCl3); (d) double cage [3BF4@Pd4A8]

5+ (CD3CN); (e) mixture of
homo-octameric double cages [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ and [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+

in a ratio of 1:1 (CD3CN); (f) double cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+

(CD3CN).

Figure 2. ESI mass spectra of (a) mixture of homo-octameric double
cages [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ and [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+ in a ratio of 1:1 and (b)

mixed-ligand double cages [3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]
5+ (m = 8...0) with

statistical distribution of ligands.
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295 nm is dominated by intraligand π−π* transitions. The
second absorption maximum is broad and appears at 408 nm
for [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ and 365 nm for [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+. The

steady-state UV−vis measurements unambiguously indicate
electronic communication between the ligand chromophores
within the mixed-ligand cage structure [3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]

5+

(m = 8...0). The absorption spectrum of the mixed cages
substantially differs, especially in the region from 350 to 500
nm, from the sum of the absorption spectra of its components.
In contrast, the spectrum of the mixture of homo-octameric
cages [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ and [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+ can be perfectly

reconstructed from the sum of the spectra of each cage in a
ratio of 1:1.
Chemical Oxidation of [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+. The utilization
of the double-cage architecture in photoinduced charge transfer
processes requires to confirm the robustness of the self-
assembled system in the involved redox processes. This is of
particular importance for the donor components, since
oxidation leads to an increase of the positive charge of the
already cationic coordination cage, thereby risking a Coulomb
driven disintegration. We therefore examined the stability of the
double cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ upon chemical oxidation and
rereduction, monitored by 1H NMR and UV−vis spectroscopy.
For this, all eight donors in double cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ were
stoichiometrically oxidized with [Fe(III)bpy3](BF4)3 in aceto-
nitrile solution (see titration in Figure SI-19). Figure 4a shows
the UV−vis spectrum after the first oxidation (the spectrum of
the formed [Fe(II)bpy3]

2+ cation has been subtracted). New
bands in the visible region of the spectrum appear after
oxidation: one sharp peak with maximum at 525 nm and a very
broad peak with maximum around 680 nm. These bands are
characteristic for the absorption of the radical cation of
phenothiazine and are assigned to cage species containing up to
eight oxidized ligands ([3BF4@Pd4D

(•+)
8]

13+). During the
oxidation process, the color of the solution changed from
yellow to dark brown. After oxidation, Zn powder was added to
the solution in order to fully reduce the radical species back to

the double cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+. As expected, the bands

above 500 nm vanished and the band around 400 nm was
recovered overlapping with a new band at 387 nm. This new
band indicates a partial S oxygenation of the oxidized double
cage during the course of the experiment by reaction with
residual water as has been shown previously.33 The second
oxidation/reduction cycle shows a similar behavior as the first
one which allows us to conclude that the majority of the double
cages survive the repeated oxidation and reduction rounds in a
time window of about 10 min per cycle.
Further proof for the survival of the double cage upon

oxidation was made by monitoring the process with 1H NMR
spectroscopy (Figure 4b). As expected, after oxidation all
signals for the paramagnetic double cage [3BF4@Pd4D

(•+)
8]

13+

disappear from the spectrum. The unique NMR signature of
the double cage is clearly recovered upon rereduction with Zn
powder. The process can be repeated in cycles several times.
Although intensity losses of the cage signals with each
oxidation/reduction cycle also point to a creeping decom-
position or oxygenation during the oxidation/reduction cycles,
a significant ratio of the cages survives these relatively harsh
conditions. The accumulation of oxygenation products after
each cycle was also confirmed by ESI mass spectrometry

Figure 3. UV−vis spectra of double cages [3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+ (20 μM in

CH3CN, orange line) and [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+ (20 μM in CH3CN, green

line), their mixture (10 μM each in CH3CN, red line), and mixed-
ligand double cages [3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]

5+ with m = 8...0 (20 μM in
CH3CN, blue line). The spectrum for the mixture of homo-octameric
double cages (dashed black line) in a ratio of 1:1 can be superimposed
with the sum of the double cage spectra (cuvette path length: 0.1 cm
in all cases).

Figure 4. Chemical oxidation of double cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+ in

acetonitrile with [Fe(III)(bpy)3](BF4)3 and subsequent rereduction
with Zn powder monitored by (a) UV−vis spectroscopy (the
spectrum of [Fe(II)(bpy)3](BF4)2 was subtracted) and (b) 1H NMR
spectroscopy (double cage signals in orange, 400 MHz, 298 K,
CD3CN). Asterisk (*) denotes signals coming from [Fe(II)(bpy)3]-
(BF4)2 and free bpy.
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(Figure SI-22). Most interestingly, no destruction of the double
cage to smaller fragments or even release of free ligand was
indicated in the spectra. It is further worth noting, that these
experiments exclude the possibility of a concomitant oxidation-
induced disassembly and reduction-induced reassembly of the
double cages, since (i) the UV trace of the oxidized cage differs
from that of the oxidized free ligand and (ii) the formation of
double cages from free ligands is known to be much slower
than the duration of the conducted oxidation/rereduction
experiment.
Cyclic Voltammetry. Both phenothiazine and anthraqui-

none are known to undergo well-defined, reversible oxidation
and reduction processes. To probe the effects of self-assembly
on the redox chemistry, CV measurements were performed
(Figures 5 and SI-23). The voltammograms for the donor-

based double cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+ as well as for the free

ligand D show a quasi-reversible redox peak. The oxidation
peak of the double cage is shifted to more positive potential
compared to the free ligand (+0.13 V in CH3CN and +0.12 V
in CH2Cl2). This can be attributed to the coordination of the
donors to the cationic Pd(II) centers. A second oxidation
occurs at higher potential and is irreversible. Although the
acceptor-based double cage [3BF4@Pd4A8]

5+ has an acceptable
solubility in pure acetonitrile, addition of large amounts of
electrolyte salt was found to cause substantial precipitation.
Therefore, both the double cage and the ligand were
electrochemically characterized in CH2Cl2. Both compounds
exhibit two quasi-reversible redox waves. The first reduction
wave of the double cage [3BF4@Pd4A8]

5+ is shifted by 0.10 V
and the second by 0.14 V to more negative potential compared
to the free ligand.
The observed redox potentials of the statistical combination

of the mixed-ligand double cages [3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]
5+ appear

at the same positions as measured for each of the homo-
octameric double cages (Table 1), thus demonstrating that the
donors and acceptors do not exhibit strong electrochemical
communication within the cage architecture in the electronic
ground state. The data of Table 1 can be inserted into the
Rehm−Weller equation ΔGPCT = Eox − Ered − ΔE00 − ΔGC to
estimate the free energy for PCT in the mixed ligand cage.37

ΔE00 = 2.7 eV was derived from the intersection of the
normalized absorption and emission spectra of D which is
lower in energy than for A.33 The Coulomb term amounts to
ΔGC = 0.08 eV for an estimated charge separation of 5 Å.
Hence photoinduced electron transfer in the mixed ligand cage
is driven by a net gain in free energy of ΔGPCT = −0.84 eV.

Spectroelectrochemistry. Although chemical oxidation
enabled us to obtain the absorption spectrum of the oxidized
[3BF4@Pd4D

(•+)
8]

13+ double cage species (see above), the
UV−vis spectrum is complicated by waste products resulting
from the reaction. In addition, attempts to chemically reduce
the acceptor-based double cage [3BF4@Pd4A8]

5+ proofed to be
difficult. For this reason, we performed spectroelectrochemical
measurements to characterize the oxidized and reduced donor
and acceptor cages, respectively. A thin layer cell (1 mm optical
path length) including a Pt gauze and a Ag/AgNO3 reference
electrode was used in combination with a diode array
spectrophotometer. The observed absorption spectrum of
oxidized [3BF4@Pd4D

(•+)
8]

13+ is very similar to the one
obtained by chemical oxidation (Figures SI-26 and SI-30),
showing one sharp peak around 525 nm and one very broad
peak around 680 nm.38 The spectrum of the reduced double
cage [3BF4@Pd4A

(•−)
8]

3− shows an appearance of a broad
absorption band around 700 nm (Figure SI-28). The spectra of
the oxidized or reduced mixed-ligand cage [3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]
are very similar (Figure SI-29) to those obtained for the homo-
octameric double cages, thus confirming the results from cyclic
voltammetry that the donors and acceptors in the mixed cages
are individually addressable in the ground state.

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. Next, we applied
femtosecond pump−probe spectroscopy to get time-resolved
insights into the processes following the photoexcitation of the
homomeric cages, their mixture as well as the mixed-ligand
cages. Pump pulses in the range 385−440 nm were used
covering the absorption bands of electron acceptor and donor
(Figure 3). Light-induced processes were probed in the UV−vis
between 350 and 730 nm by measuring transient absorption
changes using a white-light continuum (for experimental
details, see the Supporting Information).
Figure 6 shows the result of the transient absorption

spectroscopic studies for the excitation of the mixed-ligand
cage [3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]

5+ in comparison to the results
obtained from the spectroelectrochemical experiments of the
oxidized [3BF4@Pd4D

(•+)
8]

13+ and reduced [3BF4@
Pd4A

(•−)
8]

3− species.38 The absorption spectrum of the
mixed-ligand cage shows a similar absorption pattern as the
sum of radicals of the homogeneous donor and acceptor cages,
thus delivering a first indication for the light-induced formation
of a charge separated state.
The free acceptor and donor ligands and the corresponding

homogeneous cages [3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+ and [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+

were investigated in separate experiments. Consistent with
the literature, the fluorescence of the free arylethynyl
substituted anthraquinone ligand is weak and shows a strong
Stokes shift of ∼6000 cm−1 indicating charge-transfer character

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) [3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+ and (b)

[3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+ (1 mM in CH2Cl2, recorded at a glassy carbon

working electrode against a Ag/AgNO3 [10 mM] reference electrode,
diagram referenced against Fc/Fc+, supporting electrolyte: 0.1 M
[NBu4][PF6], scan rate: 100 mV·s−1).

Table 1. Cyclic Voltammetry Parametersa

compd Eox [V] Ered1 [V] Ered2 [V]

ligand D 0.39b

0.41c

[3BF4@Pd4D8]
5+ 0.52b

0.53c

ligand A −1.25c −1.70c

[3BF4@Pd4A8]
5+ −1.35c −1.84c

[3BF4@Pd4DmA8‑m]
5+ 0.48c −1.30c −1.72c

aAll values are given in reference to Fc/Fc+. bMeasurements were
performed in dry CH3CN.

cMeasurements were performed in dry
CH2Cl2.
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of the emitting state.39 The time dependence of the transient
spectra of A presented in Figure 7a exhibits the conversion of

an excited state absorption with a maximum at 480 nm created
within the duration of the excitation pulse into a broad feature
centered at 600 nm. In agreement with previous studies
revealing efficient intersystem crossing as the dominant
relaxation channel of photoexcited anthraquinone and its
derivatives,34g,39,40 we associate the corresponding time
constant of τS1 = (2.4 ± 0.2) ps to the transformation of the
excited singlet into a long-lived triplet state. Interestingly, the
photophysics of the anthraquinone ligand is almost unaffected
when the ligand is assembled in the cage [3BF4@Pd4A8]

5+. This
follows from Figure 7b which shows for the double cage apart
from small spectral shifts (the maximum of the singlet state
absorption band now appears at 500 nm) almost identical time-
dependent transients as the free ligand in Figure 7a. A closer
analysis of Figure 7b indicates that excitation of [3BF4@
Pd4A8]

5+ leads to a long-lived triplet state within τS1 = (2.2 ±
0.2) ps.
Similar to the acceptor ligand, the fluorescence spectrum of

the free phenothiazine donor ligand shows a strong Stokes shift,
in this case amounting to ∼5700 cm−1.33 The origin of this shift
is probably a charge transfer character of the emitting state
because the transient spectra depicted in Figure 8a showed a
red-shift and narrowing of the stimulated emission component.
Only at pump−probe delays >20 ps the stimulated emission
component (superimposed by strong excited state absorption)
assumes the shape of the fluorescence spectrum. The formation
of the charge transfer state can be described by two

exponentials with time constants of 0.3 ± 0.05 ps and 7.6 ±
1.0 ps, its lifetime is >3 ns. Similar nanosecond singlet lifetimes
have been reported for other phenothiazine derivatives.34g,41

The photo reactivity of the phenothiazine donor completely
changes when it is bound in the palladium double cage [3BF4@
Pd4D8]

5+. The steady-state fluorescence spectrum observed for
free D is entirely quenched in the cage complex. Shortly after
the pump pulse the transient absorption spectrum of [3BF4@
Pd4D8]

5+ indicates some evidence of the phenothiazine excited
singlet state characterized by the peak at 590 nm as illustrated
in Figure 8b. But this feature disappears with a time constant of
about 200 fs and absorption bands with maxima at 500 and 700
nm remain. A comparison of the 3.0 ps transient with spectra of
the chemically or electrochemically oxidized double cage
(Figures 4a and 6, respectively) shows striking similarities.
Moreover, excitation of phenothiazine in the presence of
transition metal ions is well-known to produce phenothiazine
radical cations by efficient electron transfer.42 Hence, we
attribute the photoinduced dynamics of [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ to a
subpicosecond ligand-to-metal electron transfer to the bound
Pd(II) cations. Note that unlike (electro-)chemical oxidation of
the donor double cage leading at the extreme to [3BF4@
Pd4D8

(•+)]13+ photoexcitation produces only a single exciton
which after subsequent CT reacts formally to the proposed
compound [3BF4@PdII3D7Pd

ID(•+)]5+ with one phenothiazine
radical cation, one palladium in oxidation state +1, and
unchanged total charge. This difference can easily explain
small variations between the radical cation absorption spectra
appearing in Figures 4a, 6, and 8b. The insert in Figure 8b
shows that the lifetime of the CT state is only short. The
dominant contribution associated with the decay of the
phenothiazine radical cation absorption at 500 nm due to
back electron transfer has a time constant of τCT = (1.3 ± 0.1)
ps.
Transient absorption spectra of mixed-ligand cages [3BF4@

Pd4DmA8−m]
5+ (m = 0...8) were generated with pump pulses at

385 nm where both donor and acceptor are excited with almost
equal probability (55% and 45%, respectively; Figure 9a).
Accordingly, these spectra show evidence of the initially excited
chromophore singlet states at 500 (anthraquinone) and 590 nm
(phenothiazine) directly after excitation (cf. Figures 7 and 8).
These features disappear within 200 fs, and for longer delay
times spectral signatures of the phenothiazine radical cation
arise at 500 and 700 nm. Compared to the homogeneous donor
cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ exhibiting D•+ production in a ligand-to-
metal charge transfer (Figure 8b), the transient spectra of the
excited mixed-ligand cage show enhanced amplitude around

Figure 6. Electrochemically generated difference absorption spectra
for the oxidized [3BF4@Pd4D

(•+)
8] and reduced [3BF4@Pd4A

(•‑)
8]

species are compared with a transient absorption spectrum measured
100 ps after 385 nm excitation of the mixed-ligand cage [3BF4@
Pd4DmA8−m]

5+ (m = 8...0).

Figure 7. Transient difference spectra of (a) the free anthraquinone
electron acceptor ligand A and (b) the homogeneous double cage
[3BF4@Pd4A8]

5+ at selected pump−probe delays (regions obscured by
the pump wavelength at λpump = 400 nm were cut out).

Figure 8. Transient absorption spectra of (a) the free phenothiazine
electron donor ligand D (the stationary fluorescence spectrum of D is
shown for comparison, exc. 400 nm) and (b) the homogeneous double
cage [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+ at selected pump−probe delays (the inset
shows time-dependent traces at 515 and 590 nm).
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700 nm (Figure 9b). As clarified in Figure 6, this observation
suggests the formation of the anthraquinone radical anion A•‑

which is characterized by a broad absorption band at 700 nm.
Hence, we attribute the observed <200 fs dynamics in the
photoexcited mixed double cages to an electron transfer
reaction from the phenothiazine donor to the anthraquinone
acceptor ligand (DA-CT) independent of which chromophore
is excited. In contrast, control experiments with a 1:1 mixture of
the homo-octameric donor and acceptor cages in acetonitrile
solution did not provide any evidence for a DA-CT process. In
this case, the pump−probe absorption spectrum (Figure SI-31)
consists of a weighted sum of the individual homomeric
components which significantly differs from the mixed-ligand
cage signal.
A closer analysis of the decay of the D•+ absorption band in

Figure 9a requires at least three components. The dominant
contributions with almost equal weight are characterized by
time constants of 3.3 ps and >1.0 ns indicating a significantly
higher stability of the DA-CT state than the ligand-to-metal CT
state of [3BF4@Pd4D8]

5+. Recently a similar broad range of
lifetimes were observed for the photoinduced charge separated
state of a covalently linked PTZ-ANQ system, and it was
proposed that after singlet excitation of the ANQ chromophore
forward electron transfer to a singlet DA-CT state competes
with intersystem crossing.34g Subsequent electron transfer
starting from the triplet state forms a triplet charge separated
diradical ion pair with a much longer lifetime than the singlet
DA-CT due to spin restrictions. We cannot rule out that this
mechanism forming singlet and triplet CT states is of relevance
for our mixed-ligand cage, too. But it is also possible that the
wide span of lifetimes is caused by the broad distribution of
[3BF4@Pd4DmA8−m]

5+ complexes with different stoichiometry
and/or stereo configurations.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In a one-step Pd-mediated self-assembly, we obtained a new
supramolecular mixed-ligand coordination architecture which
combines an electron donor and an electron acceptor part
within one densely packed, interpenetrated double cage. A
series of experiments allowed us to compare the electro-
chemical and photophysical behavior of these mixed-ligand
cages with both of their homomeric relatives and a kinetically
stable mixture of the latter ones.
UV−vis- and NMR-monitored oxidation reactions were

conducted to show that the cationic double cage architecture
survives the oxidation of up to all eight donor sites within a

reasonable time window. The steady state UV−vis spectrum of
the mixed-ligand cages indicates interaction between the donor
and acceptor chromophors, whereas no signs for electronic
communication between the donors and acceptors was
observed during electrochemical characterization of the ground
state species.
Pump−probe transient absorption spectroscopy revealed that

only the mixed-ligand cages, which contain donors and
acceptors in immediate vicinity, allow for the formation of a
relatively stable charge separated state which shows spectro-
scopic features assignable to the sum of the donor radical cation
and acceptor radical anion absorptions.
The supramolecular assembly approach based on inter-

penetrated cage architectures shown herein may spur the
development of novel materials for photoactive layers with
controlled morphology in future photovoltaic devices.
Furthermore, the system’s capability of reversible electron
cycling between highly charged species and photoinduced
charge transfer creates potential to support photo- and
electrocatalytic processes. We are currently working on the
selective assembly of mixed-ligand cages with ligands sitting on
targeted positions, in order to overcome the intrinsic problems
with statistical product mixtures. Thereby, we aim at gaining
control over directed charge transfer processes by rational
supramolecular design.
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